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Abstract

During these last years, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has known a meteoric rise and more and more companies are lured by this technology and its strengths (reusability, costs benefits and productivity increase) because of an improved control of the business expectations. This technology could bring a lot of benefits but there may also appear some major complications while disrupting the company organization to adopt it. First and foremost among these, is the risk of not being able to answer favourably to expectations in terms of quality of services. As these risks are distributed through all the services, the question of evaluating SOA has recently arisen. In this light, before adopting SOA, it is fundamental to evaluate the quality of the architecture to set up. This paper presents a tool enabling the assessment of a software oriented architecture based on a model called SOAQE allowing architecture decomposition with the aim of evaluating it easier. The SOAQE model, validated by the software engineering community, served as a basis for the elaboration of this new generation of tools returning results under textual and graphical forms for a better understanding of data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, more and more companies focus on SOA solutions for developing their architecture. However, because of the complex nature of the financial issues that this technology involves, there exists a real need in assessing the coherence of the project and the quality of the architecture chosen. This would essentially allow:

(i) Controlling different costs.
(ii) Bringing much more credibility to the project.
(iii) Distinguishing itself from the competition.
(iv) Leading to certifications (standards).
(v) Preventing any future significant potential threat including project failures that such evolution could potentially lead to.

Moreover, increases in terms of software size make the development more complex to handle, and this same complexity makes any form of predictability or estimation (cost and quality) extremely difficult. There exists a need to first build a predictive model of quality. We propose in this article a new semi-automated method for evaluating SOAs, called SOAQE (for Service Oriented Architecture Quality Evaluation). This method considerably overcame shortcomings observed so far such as lacks of pertinence and accuracy. The McCall model, which describes software quality and led to the international standard for the evaluation of software quality, the ISO/IEC 9126-1:2001 [1] (which has recently been updated to the SQuaRE standard ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [2]) serves as a basis for our work. Correlatively, we work with a model that can be defined by a set of views and each view is divided in several factors, criteria and metrics. Our experimentation led us to implement a tool called the SOAQE tool (Flex Client/Java Server application), which, based on the SOAQE model, allows quantifying numerically the quality of the architectural point of view branch and all the attributes of its structure. We deal with some state of the art works in the next section then we present the case study from the BeOtic company in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the SOAQE tool which supports our model and Section 5 is devoted to the discussion. Finally, section 6 concludes this paper.

2. STATE OF THE ARTS WORKS

The software engineering community first developed methods such as GQM (Goal/Question/Metrics) [3] consisting in a few steps:

1. Define goal of measurement
2. Devise suitable set of questions
3. Associate metric with every question.

The limits of such methods appeared quickly: the fact that the process cannot be automated because the different goals of measurement and the questions/metrics resulting from these goals are exclusively set by stakeholders (human intervention) distorts results because stakeholders are not able to cover all the possible requirements to evaluate the quality.
We have then seen emerge very similar methods like ATAM or SAAM [4] which propelled software architecture evaluation to a standard stage for any paradigm. However, several major concerns have been raised with these methods [4]: in particular their cost in terms of time (a lot of steps to perform the whole process) and money because of the hand operated nature of the evaluations conducted. And again, the major lack concerned the results of the evaluations supported with these methods: lots of deficiencies concerning the requirements of the architecture because the process is still not automated.

The scale of the task has brought the academic world to tackle these issues and to try to develop a more formal and generic approach than different existing methods to evaluate SOAs [4].

New efforts to evaluate SOA are being undertaken in different aspects using different tools and methods like [5] in which they applied attack graphs for SOA security metrics. But the majority of these kinds of researches are just a proposal or they are about some certain aspects of evaluation or using different techniques [6].

From a global perspective, current methods of evaluation are too vague when it comes to giving accurate measures to quality. Our work differs from those existing insofar as we wish to obtain a precise quantitative measurement for each quality factor with our model.

3. CASE STUDY

This section describes an extract of a case study of an existing BeOtic’s project ([http://www.beotic.com/](http://www.beotic.com/)). This case study has not a purpose of validating our method that we already explained in details in a past paper [7] but illustrating it.

3.1 Requirements

For our case study, we collected data from an existing project of the BeOtic Company. These confidential data include code from the service oriented architecture of one of the clients of the company. More exactly, the company implemented its own tool called BeoMetric for collecting metrics from the code (LOC, CR, CCN...); functioning as JMetric ([http://sourceforge.net/projects/jmetric](http://sourceforge.net/projects/jmetric)) and we had the chance to gather XML files regrouping the values of the metrics considered for each method, class and package of the client project.

3.2 Method Use

One of our past works [7] is dedicated to the realisation of the SOAQE model. In [7], we consider that the architectural point of view of an SOA is composed by three main factors (dynamism, reusability and composability) affected by different coefficients according to their importance for SOA (see figure 1).

Figure 1: SOA interest points

And each of these factors is composed by the same six criteria (Loose coupling, upgradability, communication abstraction, owner’s responsibility, explicit architecture and expressive power) to which we allocate a different weight according to the factor considered (see figure 2).

Figure 2: Expression of reusability, composability and dynamism perspectives.

Our first work prompted us to study closely the loose coupling criterion for which we defined its constituent metrics.

The aggregation of the values of these metrics allows obtaining a finite value for the loose coupling criterion (see figure 3). Therefore, we wish to incorporate to the SOAQE model, the metrics obtained after applying the BeoMetric module to the submitted architecture in order to get a final mark for the quality of the architecture.

The current state of our research works allows us to work exclusively on the path indicated with a blue circle on figure 3 (the loose coupling criterion).
4. THE SOAQE TOOL

In this section, we present SOAQE Tool (Service Oriented Architecture Quality Evaluation Tool), a tool that supports our method.

4.1 Technical architecture

This prototype has been built in cooperation with the BeOtic company to be used as a service for its customers. The application takes as input XML files where are stocked the values of twenty-six metrics for each method, class and package of the architecture submitted. All these values are then stocked in a SQL database to facilitate data retrieving for the application. The server has been built using Java and the server and the database communicate together via the DAO technology. The client of the application has been implemented using Flex and communicates with the server using Blaze DS. Figure 4 describes the architecture of the SOAQE tool.

4.2 General Organization

The first step of the application consists in displaying in a data grid the set of metric values retrieved from the SQL database. According to the user’s choice, these values can be displayed for the classes or the packages of the source code. This is to allow the user to compare the metrics desired for the evaluation before launching it. As show in figure 5, we implemented for the application a cube stack for the visualization of the results and improved ergonomics.

Before launching the evaluation of the architecture submitted, the user can set the tree view of the part of the architecture being evaluated (organised under points of view, factors, criteria and the metrics which has been displayed from the database in the previous phase). The structure of the arborescence is set with a panel under the form of a data grid where is first displayed a default
tree corresponding to the most complete declination of
the architecture for the architecture point of view we
concluded in a past work [7].
Nevertheless, we offered the possibility to the user to be
totally free with his evaluation; this is why it is still
possible:

(i) To modify the attributes selected in the
default arborescence.
(ii) To add new attributes.
(iii) To delete existing attributes

It has been concluded in past works that only factors
and criteria must have corresponding weights because
the latter have not the same importance according to the
point of view considered. The figure 7 is an overview
of this control panel.

Figure 7: Control Panel

By clicking on the save button, the new arborescence
the user created is directly stocked in the SQL database
for the next step of the application: the evaluation.
Correlatively, the panel closes and a new “Launching
the evaluation” button appears. This new operation
consists in obtaining a finite value for the quality of the
architecture submitted.
(Because the graphics rendering of the results is not
only textual, the BeOtic company asked us to not
disclose any overview of the graphics rendering to
avoid any potential leaks.)

5. DISCUSSION

Our proposition offers a new way of evaluating the
quality of a service oriented architecture since the
process is semi-automated and allows save time and
money contrary to all existing works trying to evaluate
the quality of an SOA [3, 4, 5, 6]. The model in which
the tool is based has always been validated by the
software engineering community [7] and allows
obtaining real, accurate and immediate results for the
quality evaluation of the SOA. This tool has been
implemented to avoid major project fails. Indeed, we
can now know if it makes sens to swing towards SOA
technology for the company involved and this is exactly
where the BeOtic company has an interest in the project
because the company is specialised in IT auditing and
software distribution.
Nevertheless, we worked on this project as architects
and the work for the architectural point of view is not
finished as there still are criteria which have not been
decomposed in aggregations of metrics. So even if the
tool works well and the results obtained are correct, it is
still possible to bring new elements to the current work.
This is why we chose to let the user free to modify the
default arborescence proposed for new research results
which are going to be revealed with future works. We
first designed a work rather restricted but when the
prototype considerably evolved, we added new
functionalities to have the most configurable tool
possible for the user.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a model, the SOAQE model
that allows splitting and evaluating the quality of a
service oriented architecture. The method is based on
two main steps:

(i) The division of the architecture into four levels
    of attributes (points of view, factors, criteria
    and metrics).
(ii) The calculation of the quality mark.

The SOAQE tool has been implemented according to
the SOAQE model [7] in order to allow evaluating any
SOA considered according to our method.

Further step concerns the deep study of new criteria for
the architectural point of view. Correlatively, to obtain a
model and a tool which can evaluate in a complete way
the quality of any SOA, it is essential to be able to split
the whole architecture in a combination of several
attributes.

Another part of the perspectives concerns research on
new points of views, we already started a bit with the
business one.
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